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	Joomla! VirtueMart 1.1 Theme and Template Design, 9781849514545 (1849514542), Packt Publishing, 2011

	Since you picked this book, the odds will be that you are already familiar with Joomla! VirtueMart. You will agree that this open source e-commerce solution is definitely amazing and feature-rich. That's why you want to stick with it. However, you still find there are some things here and there that don't quite fit your requirements. So you want to hack into the files to customize them to make them work for you. The main purpose of writing this book is to help you do things like that!


	VirtueMart is a feature-rich e-commerce component that extends Joomla!. There are many complexities inside the package and also lots of customization possibilities. And because the complexities and documentation are not that easy to understand, hacking into VirtueMart can be a steep learning curve. Simply customizing the templates, which are meant for modifications, may not be easy for some readers. Working on any sizeable project can quickly turn into a nightmare. The purpose of this little book is to unravel the secrets of themes and templates in order to get you started with your customization project.


	Before you roll up your sleeves and start plunging into the real stuff, there are a few important things that we should discuss. This is what the introduction is for.
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SDL Trados Studio – A Practical GuidePackt Publishing, 2014

	SDL Trados Studio can make a powerful difference to your translating efficiency. This guide makes it easier to fully exploit this leading translation memory program with a clear task-oriented step-by-step approach to learning.


	Overview

	
		Unleash the power of Trados’s many features to boost your...



		

Algorithms for Computer AlgebraSpringer, 1992

	Algorithms for Computer Algebra is the first comprehensive textbook to be published on the topic of computational symbolic mathematics. The book first develops the foundational material from modern algebra that is required for subsequent topics. It then presents a thorough development of modern computational algorithms for such...


		

termcap & terminfo (O'Reilly Nutshell)O'Reilly, 1988

	
		While termcap and terminfo are no longer as important as they once were, due to the growth of the X terminal market and increased standardization among ASCII terminals, handling different terminal types can still be a headache for system administrators. The termcap and terminfo databases are UNIX's solution to the difficulty of...






	

Advances in Atomic, Molecular, and Optical Physics, Volume 49Academic Press, 2003

	This series, established in 1965, is concerned with recent developments in the general area of atomic, molecular and optical physics. The field is in a state of rapid growth, as new experimental and theoretical techniques are used on many old and new problems.

	Topics covered include related applied areas, such as atmospheric science,...


		

A Practical Guide for SystemVerilog AssertionsSpringer, 2005


	When Gateway Design Automation, Inc. created Verilog in the mid-

	1980's, the process of integrated circuit design was very different than it is

	today. The role of Verilog, as well as its capability, has evolved since its

	inception into today's SystemVerilog.

	SystemVerilog language consists of three categories of...


		

Numerical Methods in Engineering with PythonCambridge University Press, 2010

	Numerical Methods in Engineering with Python, 2nd Edition is a text for engineering students and a reference for practicing engineers, especially those who wish to explore Python. This new edition features 18 additional exercises and the addition of rational function interpolation. Brent's method of root finding was replaced by...
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